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FINA President, Mustapha Larfaoui,
arrived to Fukuoka directly from Moscow,
where he attended the IOC session.
What were your impressions?
“It was a unique session. We lived very
intense days which ended with the choice
of Beijing as the 2008 Olympic Games
host city and the election of Dr. Jacques
Rogge as the new IOC President. In both
cases —host city and IOC president—all
candidates were equally strong. However,
as I always say, whenever there are
competitions there’s only one winner. It
must be so. Nevertheless, nobody was
defeated. All those who took part in the
competition proved valiant and animated
by a true sporting spirit: the verdicts were
gracefully accepted by all candidates.”

Is FINA happy with both choices?
 “Yes. Having chosen Beijing means
giving the opportunity of organising the
Games to a great country, whose
population of 1,300,000,000 is the largest
in the world. There is no doubt that
Beijing will stage great Games. It will be
an excellent opportunity for China to open
itself to the world”.

It looks as if we have a similar situation
with the 2005 FINA World Champion-
ships: there are four bids,  all look
excellent...

 “In fact we have received all top
quality bids, which proves that the FINA
disciplines are living golden moments. I
have to reiterate that in this kind of
competition there is only one winner.
However, FINA is grateful to all bidding
cities—Long Beach, Melbourne,
Montreal, and Rio de Janeiro, in strictly
alphabetical order—for the enormous
efforts they have made to submit such
excellent bids. Yesterday I told the
representatives from the four cities how
much we appreciate their contribution to
the promotion of our sports”.

How do you rate the organisation here in
Fukuoka?

 “It is certainly a top rate organisation.
The Japanese are very keen to do things
in the best possible way. We have to
praise them. Everybody I have talked to is
very satisfied”.

FINA has launched the World League with
the intention of promoting water polo
world wide...

 “We are convinced that this new
competition will do a lot for the image and
the affirmation of water polo. The first
edition will take place next year, about
this time, as I have been advocating since
when we started talking of this project”.

Do you forsee any potential conflict
between the World league and the exixting
World Cup?

 “The FINA Water Polo technical
Committee, that has carefully studied the
matter, has excluded any potential
conflict”.

The FINA Swimming World Cup will
undergo radical changes...

 “A first meeting, with the contribution
of the potential organisers, took place a
couple of days ago. Discussions are still
underway, however decisions will
definitely be finalised before the end of
these World Championships. I wish to
add that our interest is not so much in
reducing the number of meets but to have
all continents represented, including
Africa. I have talked to the representitaves
of the South African Swimming Federa-

tion and was assured that they are ready
to engage themselves and join in the
World Cup”.

The FINA Technical Congresses in the
five disciplines are currently being held.
Do you expect any radical change to the
existing rules?

“Not really. Adjustment are always
needed, and this is exactly what it is
going on here. The proposals submitted
by both the national federations and the
FINA Technical Committees are aimed to
make the rules more simple. In diving we
are currently capitalizing on changes
introduced a while ago: synchronised
diving was a huge success at the Sydney
Olympics, it will be so also in the future.
Years ago I urged the water polo
community to change the rules, in order
to make them more comprehensible to
everybody, and to make the game more
attractive to both the public in attendance
at the venue and television viewers. The
rules were changed for the better; now
there are only minor adjustments to bring
to the rules. Synchronised swimming
rules needed to be made more simple: I
believe that this was accomplished this
morning by the Technical Congress.”

The programme of the 9th World
Championships features 10 new events:
the 10-km open water swimming, the 50
metres stroke for both men and women,
the 800 m men and the 1500 m women.
Any chance for them to ever make the
Olympic Programme?

 “Just recently the IOC Programme
Commission has reiterated that the number
of athletes at the next Olympics should not
exceed the total of 10,500, as it was in
Sydney. This Commission has yet to release
its final report. Therefore, while we wait for
it, we will maintain pressure on the IOC, so
that some of our priorities-the open water
10km for both men and women, and an
increased number of teams participating in
the women’s water polo tournament—are
considered. However, it will not be easy!”

INTERVIEW WITH FINA PRESIDENT MUSTAPHA LARFAOUI

I wish to add that our
interest is not so much
in reducing the
number of meets but
to have all continents
represented, including
Africa

FINA disciplines are living golden moments
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WOMEN’S WATER POLO
NISHI CIVIC POOL, DAY 2

MATCH 7 - Start Time 10:00 AM
RUS 12 – BRA 2 (4-1, 2-0, 3-1, 3-0)
The Olympic bronze medallists continued their
winning ways with expert ball handling skills
in a romp over Brazil. Camila Pedrosa (BRA)
scored the only Brazilian goal of the first half,
at 3:52 in the first quarter. Six different
Russian players scored in the first half
including Sofia Konoukh (RUS) who deftly
cleared the goalposts twice.

The Russian scoring was “by the numbers”
as caps numbers 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 each
scored a goal. A total of 9 different Russian
players scored goals, two goals each were
scored by Tatiana Petrova (RUS), Veronika
Linkova (RUS), and Sofia Konoukh (RUS).
Petrova had the distinction of scoring the first
and the last goal of the game, her final missile
having been successfully launched with 7.4
seconds remaining.

MATCH 8  Start Time 11:15 AM
AUS 9 - JPN 2 (3-0, 3-0, 0-1, 3-1)
The reigning Olympic gold medallists handily
defeated their hosts in today’s second day of
competition. Having rebounded from their 7-9
loss to Greece, the Australian players made
effective use of their extraman scoring
opportunities with four goals during those
situations. The Japanese team was only able to
score twice during 10 extraman situations.

Australian Yvette Higgins (AUS) led her
team with three goals and was aided by two
goals from Bronwyn Meyer (AUS). The
Japanese were down 0-6 at the half and were
able to score one goal in each of the final two
quarters. One of those two Japanese goals was
scored by Akiko Inagaki who said, “the
Australian attack was so good and quick that
we could not make our goals, so in a way we
lost because of the speedy play of the
Australian team.”

MATCH 9  Start Time 12:30 PM
CAN 6 – NED 4 (2-0, 1-0, 2-1, 1-3)
The four time World Championship finalist
Dutch team offered too little and too late in
their fourth quarter rally against a solid
Canadian performance through three quarters
of play. The Canadian team lead 3-0 at the half
and narrowly avoided a meltdown in the last
period of play.

Led by Johanne Begin’s (CAN) two goals
in the third period, the “maple leafs” had
established a 6-1 margin through three
quarters.

The Dutch had only two players from their
Sydney squad here. Their historic dominance
of the sport was not obvious today and their
fourth quarter rally had shades of desperation
rather than brilliant play that most spectators
are used to seeing. Danielle De Bruijn (NED)
summed it up: “We needed to rally sooner
than we did, we were more aggressive in the
final period, unfortunately we were shy and
tame in the first three quarters. Our man up
was not so good and the penalty shot that we
missed would have made the game 3-1. We
were aggressive too late.”

Match 10  Start Time 1:45 PM
USA 13 – KAZ 2 (2-0, 4-1, 4-0, 3-1)
The USA took a quick 2-0 lead in the first
quarter and was determined to keep adding
goals.  Having tied yesterday with Italy, coach
Guy Baker’s (USA) squad was determined to
score as many points as possible, so the
lopsided result reflected the frustration of the
USA team at not winning the “big one” against
the Italians yesterday. Ericka Lorenz (USA)
expressed it this way, “We knew that we had to
overcome the tie with Italy and score a lot of
goals to make up for yesterday’s result.”

Seven different American’s scored in
today’s rout of Kazakhstan, lead by Lorenz
(USA) with three goals. The American’s scored
nine times during 13 extraman opportunities.
Goalkeeper Nicolle Payne (USA) had two
saves against four shots on goal.

Match 11  Start Time: 15:00 PM
HUN 8 – GRE 5 (3-1, 0-2, 2-1, 3-1)
A very determined Greek team stood firmly in
the way of the reigning European champions
today. All tied after the first half of play, one
could see the skill of the Hungarians match up
evenly against the heart of the Greeks.

The second half featured a retaliation by
the European champs as they were determined
to distance themselves in the standings from
their Greek opponents.  Aniko Pelle (HUN) and
Mercedes Stieber (HUN) each hit the net for
three goals and goalie Ildiko Sos (HUN) had
five saves. Stavroula Kozomboli (GRE) and
Antigoni Aantonakou (GRE) each scored two
goals for the losing team. Greek head coach
Fondos Moudatsios (GRE) offered his
observations: “We did not start well and for me
that is very important.  We did not play well
with the extra player opportunities and we
must do this better.”

Match 12  Start Time:  16:15 PM
ITA 18 - NZL 1 (8-0, 4-0, 2-0, 4-1)
The Italians swamped the team from New
Zealand, having racked up a 12-0 lead at the
half. The Kiwis responded with one goal by
Sarah Williams (NZL) in the second half. Six
different Italian players scored a total of 18
goals, including five goals from Tania DiMario
(RUS). Yesterday’s tie with the American’s
gave the Italians all the motivation that they
needed in an effort to put a gap between
themselves and the USA.

Tomorrow is a rest day for the women’s
water polo competition.
MEN’S WATER POLO
HAKATA-NO-MORI, DAY 1

Match 1
YUG 7 - SVK 6 (1-1, 2-2, 2-2, 2-1)
Little separated the team at any time with
Slovakia having the lead twice, late in the
second and third periods. The biggest margin of
the game was when Petar Trbojevic scored an
action goal at 5:14 of the final quarter.

It took nearly two more minutes for Roman
Polacik to narrow the margin.

Slovakia returned the excellent extra-man
statistic of 75 per cent, netting six from eight
compared to Yugoslavia’s five from nine at 55.6
per cent. Both teams were even in the shooting
statistic, Yugoslavia having two more shots than
Slovakia at 42.

Match 2
GER 9 - GRE 8 (2-1, 2-2, 3-3, 2-2)
The first upset of the tournament came as the
German counter-attack outgunned the Greeks.

As the quarter scores show, the only
difference was the first period.

German coach Hagen Stamm rolled over on
the pool deck with delight as he celebrated an
historic victory.

Steffen Dierolf top-scored with three goals
for Germany while Theodoros Chatzitheodorou
also scored three, including the last Greek goal
which levelled the game at 8-all on extra 1:57
from time. Thilo Kaiser made a name for himself
with the final goal of the match in action 1:31
from time.

Greek coach Koulis Iosifidis called for the
timeout with seven seconds left but the ball
moved slowly and the final shot barely made the
German goalkeeper. Greece had the opportuni-
ties to win and made four from eight on extra,
far from Germany’s three from four percentage.

Match 3
RUS 10 - USA 9 (3-3, 1-1, 4-3, 2-2)
Russian aggression proved too much for the
new-look United States of America team.
Russian veteran Alexander Yeryshov and US
youngster Tony Azevedo were two of the stars
and kept their respective teams in the action
right until the end. Both scored three goals and
were instrumental in the final score. Roman
Balashov broke the deadlock for a goal late in
the third quarter to lead 8-7. Sean Kern levelled
at 5:50 in the fourth and even though two
Americans were ejected, the Russians could not
convert. But on the third ejection, when USA
captain Wolf Wigo was binned, Russia
struggled to shoot. Wigo was waved in and
Yeryshov converted a second later for a 9-8 lead
at 1:47. Each side had an ejection and failed to
convert.

The USA took a timeout when Revaz
Tchomakhidze was ejected but also could not
find the back of the net. With 14 seconds to go
Yeryshov struck from the field and six seconds
after the restart, Azevedo blasted in a
consolation goal.

Match 5
ITA 6 - BRA 1 (3-0, 0-0, 2-0, 1-1)
Italy had to fight hard for its 6-1 victory over
Brazil, engineering the victory in the first quarter
and continuing that control for the rest of the
match.

Brazil was a tough opponent and both teams
used their powerful defences to nullify many an
attack. Italy took time to settle but punched in a
extra-man and two action goals to take
command in the first quarter.

A scoreless second half was more testimony
to the excellent defence and steals by both
teams, which was the success of the game.
Alessandro Calcaterra, so dominant in centre
forward and constantly being pulled up on
turnover fouls, gained his second goal in the
third as Italy went to 5-0.

Filipe Perrone evaded the unthinkable by
scoring for Brazil in action play at 4:48 in the
last period. Francesco Postiglione scored on
extra at 2:57 to round out a solid game for the
Italians.

The solid defence is evident in the statistics
with Italy converting only two from six on extra
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THE RACE FOR HOSTING THE
11TH FINA WORLD SWIMMING
CHAMPIONSHIPS IN 2005

On July 21, 2001 the FINA Bureau, after
listening to the final presentation of each
bidding city, will decide on who will host
the 11th FINA World Swimming
Championships in 2005.

The four candidates—Long Beach
(USA), Melbourne (AUS), Montreal (CAN)
and Rio de Janeiro (BRA)—are running
hard for the right to organize the next
championships. During the last days
before the final decision the candidates
are making all-out efforts to promote
themselves and present their arguments
including the accredited media in
Fukuoka.

To better accomplish this goal, all the
four cities have promotional booths on
the third floor of Hotel Nikko. The
journalists are welcome in this area and
will receive a full explanation about each
of the proposals.

With two days to go, and taking in
account the excellent bids  in the race,
FINA DailyNews here in Fukuoka went to
each to get their final arguments why they
should be chosen.

LONG BEACH – USA
“Our candidature is based on some
strong points. The proximity of all the
venues is certainly one of them. The
climate at this time of the year is also a
positive factor for our bid. Moreover,
Long Beach is a safe city and has 19
million people living within a two hour
drive. This will be excellent in terms of
ticket sales and volunteers for the
Championships.

Another argument in favour of our bid
is that we will offer free accommodation
for 1500 athletes and we will provide two
free plane tickets for each National
Federation participating in the event.
Finally, we must not forget that these
Championships would be the first ones in
the USA and would certainly enhance the
promotion of aquatic sports worldwide.”

Kurt Krumpholz, Executive of the
Organising Committee

MELBOURNE – AUSTRALIA
“We have one very strong argument
behind our candidature: the experience of
Australia in organizing major international
competitions—the two FINA World
Championships in Perth and the Olympic
Games in Sydney.

In Melbourne, the Formula 1 Grand
Prix is also an important reference in
terms of organization. Besides that all our
competition sites are within a perimeter of

3 km, which will facilitate the logistics
set-up. The environment surrounding the
pools is also amazing and the arrange-
ment of three temporary pools will be
spectacular.

Finally, all the services connected to
the Championships as the media logistics
will be hosted in an already constructed
venue.”

Geoff Hare, Member of the Bid
Committee

MONTREAL – CANADA
“Montreal has one special characteristic:
it is a francophone city in the North
American market and that represents an
advantage in terms of promotion and
marketing development.

In more detailed terms, all our sites
are concentrated in a small island
(St.Helen’s) in the middle of St. Lawrence
river and very close to the city center.

On the other hand, we will create with
this bid a definitive venue that responds
to all FINA requirements in terms of
aquatics. It will be the first one in Canada
with such characteristics. We want to
enhance the image of swimming and
associate this event to the concept of an
aquatic show. Montreal will remember
these Championships and FINA will take
positive results from it.”

Jean Perron, Project Director

RIO DE JANEIRO – BRAZIL
“We have five good arguments to win this
race.

First of all, all the venues are in the
same place at Copacabana Beach.

Second, all the hotels and facilities for
the media are within a walking distance
from the pools. In fact, to reach the
venues from the hotels, you just cross the
street.

The third favorable point is the starting
point of the open water swimming event,
which will also take place in Copacabana.

Another important point is that 80% of
the tickets are free as we cannot charge
any money in Brazilian beaches. It means
that the spectators can follow the
competition without any cost.

The fifth and final argument is that
Copacabana is no doubt the most
beautiful beach of the world!”

Leslie Kikoler, Member of the Brazilian
Olympic Committee and of the Organising
Committee

The announcement of the winning city
for the organization of the 11th FINA World
Swimming Championships will be made on
July 21, 2001 in a Press Conference to be
held in Marine Messe at 16:00.

and Brazil missing on all four attempts. Italy
could only shoot 21 times off 38 attacks and
Brazil did little better, shooting 25 times on 39
attacks.

Match 6
NED 10 - CAN 4 (0-1, 1-0, 5-3, 4-0)
In a game of two completely different halves,
Netherlands throttled Canada after a tight start.

Only two goals were scored in the first half,
one apiece, but from then on Canada seemed to
turn out the lights and go on holiday, which was
verified by coach John Csikos.

Eight goals came in the third with five to the
Dutch and then the shut-out fourth period with
the Dutch hammering in four goals without
reply.

Canada played uncertain water polo in the
second spell and had no answer to the strength
and power of the Dutch, five of whom are
professional players.

The Canadians’ aim was to shut down Harry
van der Meer, limiting him to two goals, but
Eelco Uri did the damage with three goals while
Gerben Silvis and Bjorn Boom both scored
twice. The Dutch converted three from five on
extra while Canada made only one from five.

Match 7
HUN 7 - KAZ 3 (1-2, 2-0, 3-0, 1-1)
One could have been forgiven for thinking
Olympic and World Cup champion Hungary was
having an off day when it played Kazakhstan.

Although Hungary ran away with the match
in the end, Kazakhstan made all the play in the
first half and led 2-1 before Tibor Benedek
struck 29 seconds from the hooter.

But then Hungary struck form, putting
combinations together which weren’t there in
the early stages. Tamas Kasas was everywhere
making plays but he wasn’t to score until late in
the fourth period.

Gergely Kiss and Zsolt Varga drilled the
goals in the second. Tamas Molnar on the turn
at centre forward, Peter Biros and Varga again
scored in the third. Igor Zagoruiko scored off an
excellent cross pass early in the last period and
Kasas finished the scoring at 2:54.

Match 8
ESP 8 - AUS 1 (2-1, 1-0, 4-0, 1-0)
Spain began the defence of its World
Championship title with a big 8-1 win over
Australia.

The Spanish defence was too good for the
Aussies and outside shooting, coupled with the
brilliance of Ivan Perez on the two-metre line,
gave the Spanish the start they require. Spain
struck first through Ivan Moro two minutes into
the first and two minutes later Australian skipper
Nathan Thomas replied on extra. Gustavo
Marcos gave Spain the lead seven seconds from
time when left open on three metres.

Carles Sanz was the only scorer in the
second as both teams crushed attacks with
suffocating defence. Spain opened up  against
the youngsters of Australia in the third with
Perez scoring the goal of the day from center
forward, turning when heavily marked, baulking
and then scoring.

Moro scored his second soon after from out
top and Marcos replicated the shot within a
minute for a 7-1 at three-quarters. Perez
repeated his first effort 3:29 in the last quarter
for the final score of 8-1.
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SYNCHRO SOLO GOLD FOR BRUSNIKINA
The victory of Olga Brusnikina in solo
synchronized swimming was absolutely
expected. She decided to devote herself to
solo this season, because this is the only
gold medal she does not have from a
world Championships (it was Olga
Sedakova, who won in Perth in 1998).

Brusnikina’s coach Elena Polyanskaya
comMented on the solo final.

 The level of the swimmers is
extremely high now. There are many
swimmers with interesting routines and
every year their number is increasing. But
there are only three medal positions that
traditionally go to Russia, Japan, France,
or the USA.

What is needed for success is a very
high technical level. A few years ago it
was enough to have several ultra-difficult
elements or connections of elements,
between which a swimmer just swam.
Now all routines of the best athletes are
filled with difficulty from beginning till
end without any pause. And this makes
them standout from the others.

The second important thing is the
choice of music. You may chose some
lyrical songs (for example, like Korean
Yoon Kyeong Jang did), but such
programs look sometimes like yesterday’s
swimming. The preferable music of today
is rhythmic. (One of the best examples
“Japanese Drums” of Olga Brusnikina and
Maria Kisseleva in Sydney. Because
rhythm (especially strict and fast) makes
the composition spectacular and more
impressive. This is not easy, but gives a
certain advantage, if the program is well
done.

Of course this is not a general rule. If
the coach is sure that his swimmer can
technically do everything, he can follow
his own ideas—to choose national
melodies, popular songs, classics, etc.
This is what was chosen this year by
Polyanskaya for Brusnikina. She took
Sheherezada’s image just because they
both like this experiment with an eastern
theme.

In this program Brusnikina was
perfect. Tthe judges gave her three 10s for
technical and three for artistic impression.

“After so many years of training,”
Brusnikina said, “I feel at home in the
water. I’m used to having my feet point
upward. I’m used to living upside down.”

 Concerning her success it is
necessary to mention the traditions of
Russian synchro. Coaches and swimmers
work hard (about 8 hours a day) and take
care of all (even the smallest) details of
their performance.

Hard work is the main secret. Every
coach knows that the most difficult thing
in sport is to move from a high level to a
very high level. There were many very
promising swimmers in synchronized
swimming. Anna Kozlova, who won
European Championships with Olga
Sedakova, after moving to the USA never
achieved the same high level.

Christina Thallassinidou, the first
Russian European champion in solo after
moving to Greece never achieved the
same results.

When Virginie Dedieu appeared, most
of the experts were sure that she will be
the next (after Sedakova) queen of
Europe. But she has yet to reach that goal.
She is fantastically artistic, programs are
always beautifully composed and
impressive, but her technical routine was
not often clean enough to be compared
with Brusnikina’s.

In Fukuoka, however, Dedieu did her
best. She was the only one swimmer,
except Brusnikina, who got a 10 for the
performance and finished second.

 “Virginie is the only one swimmer,”
Brusnikina said, “who is really dangerous
for me. Every time we meet, I’m really
afraid of her. But we are friends. And I’m
happy, that she was so good here in
Fukuoka.”

Miya Tachibana from Japan with near
to perfection routine and musical feeling
looked to be the closest to “gold level”
before the final. But her new free program
wasn’t good enough and she got the
bronze.

SOLO  COMBINED FINAL RESULTS
1 RUS BRUSNIKINA Olga 78 99.434
2 FRA DEDIEU Virginie 79 98.287
3 JPN TACHIBANA Miya 74 97.870
4 USA KOZLOVA Anna a b a a 72 96.543
5 CAN CARVER-DIAS Claire 77 95.314
6 ESP MENGUAL Gemma 77 95.142
7 CHN LI Yuanyuan 76 93.837
8 ITA BALLAN Giada 73 93.044
9 GRE THALASSINIDOU Christina 70 92.441
10 KOR JANG Yoon Kyeong 80 91.389
11 UKR SHEMYAKINA Darya 81 90.017
12 SUI SCHMID Belinda 81 87.964

SYNCHRONISED SWIMMING
Delegates from 42 National Federations
attended the quadriennal FINA Technical
Congress about changes to the synchro-
nized swimming rules.

An important and exciting change will
be the adoption of a new event, the free
routine combination. The inclusion in the
next major FINA competitions will be
submitted to the next General Congress.
This new event will be composed of a
combination of solo, duet and team into a
five minutes free routine with a maximum
of ten competitors.

One other major modification will be
the simplification and clarification of the
notation with 50% for technical part and
50% for free routine.

The length of free routines for solo,
duet and team were reduced to make
sessions more spectacular.

DIVING
More than 100 proposals for modifica-
tions of diving rules were presented.

All proposals of the Diving Technical
Committee and the FINA Bureau
particularly about synchronised diving
and age groups were approved.

The rules for judging diving were
simplified and standardized.

New forms for calculating the degrees
of difficulty were accepted.

OPEN WATER SWIMMING
New definitions for long distance
swimming—competition in open water
swimming events up to a maximum of
10km (instead of 25km)—and marathon
swimming—any competition over 10km
(instead of 25 km)—were adopted.

In order to better identify athletes
during competition by spectators and
judges and referees, the caps worn by the
competitiors will display on each side the
“international three-letter country code”
and will display the swimmer’s national
flag.  The new rules will enter into effect
in two months.

Two more sessions tomorrow at Hotel Nikko:
9:00 – Swimming Technical Congress
16:30 – Water Polo Technical Congress

THREE FINA TECHNICAL
CONGRESSES IN A FEW WORDS

FINA Team Trophy Points Score
before the last OWS events

FED TOTAL
RUS 84
ITA 77
GER 54
AUS 36
USA 33
NZL 24
FRA 23

NED 22
BUL 14
CAN 12
SUI 5
BRA 4
GBR 4
YUG 4


